i66	MENTAL AND SOCIAL ASPECTS, 1870-86
All England Croquet and Lawn Tennis Club1 made more or
less final revisions. It enabled every good-sized suburban gar-
den to match the resources of a great country house; and it
introduced a new type of graceful athleticism both for men and
for women. Golf was a rather later growth. Played in Scotland
from time immemorial, it was in England confined to a few
Scotsmen until die founding of the Westward Ho and Hoylake
clubs in 1864 and 1869 respectively. In the seventies it made
slow and in the eighties rapid progress; but it was not till after
1885, when women came to be admitted to play on the main
links (previously the clubs had confined them to special 'short*
links), that its full possibilities as a suburban pastime gradually
opened up. Almost contemporary, and closely parallel in its
social and physical consequences, was the introduction of cycling.
In the period under review ladies could only ride tricycles, for
bicycles were still of the 'spider* type with a very high front
wheel and a very low back one; the 'safeties*, which, among
other advantages, made it possible to ride in skirls, only succeeded
in the latest eighties. Yet even the earlier sort produced a marked
effect. Till then it had been normal for every gentleman to ride
horses; in the country there was often no other convenient way
to keep in touch with friends. But for such purposes a bicycle
was much more efficient,* while it saved the cost of grooms and
stabling and could be stored on the smallest premises. Well-
educated men of slender means, such as the expanded schools
and universities were multiplying, found it just the thing for
them. Thus it began the revolution which in our own century
the motor-car has consummated.3
The rise of the educated suburban class had broken down by
1880 the exclusiveness of upper-class society in and round the
great towns; though in the counties it fought hard to maintain
itself till the end of the century- In London even clubland gave
 *	It had originally been a croquet club, but in that year it annexed lawn-tennis, and
began the famous series of championship meeting* which has continued ever since.
 *	The extreme limit for a day's visit by horseback was about fifteen miles; the
usual one, about six. The bicycle doubled each of these,
» An interesting contrast between old tastes and new is furnished by those close
contemporaries and near neighbours, A. J, Balfour and Lord Kosebery. Balfour
was an enthusiast for lawn-tennis, golf, and cycling, but he cared little for shooting,
hunting, or racing. With Rosebery these likes and dislikes wer« exactly reversed.
It is in keeping that on the intellectual side Balfour had a passion for music and for
contemporary painting, while Kosebery, indifferent to either, nourished a» cigh*
tccntit-ccntury taste on classical prose*

